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_________________________________________________________________________________
ABSTRACT— All nations are facing significant challenges and difficulties in the face of an intense pandemic that
controls human life, and many things have changed in life, which led to the doubling of the global economy and the
difficulty of life for many of the world's inhabitants. At present, the nations are seeking to control the spread of the
epidemic in them, as every country uses plans to prevent this pandemic. This article presents South Korea's
experience in employing modern artificial intelligence techniques in facing COVID-19. Besides, the use of artificial
intelligence techniques and their great role in analysing images of people with COVID-19 disease are discussed, and
how they are used to save many lives of the victims. The data obtained in this article is from a group of studies, social
networking sites, and news on TV channels in the first period of 2020, which are collected and summarised in this
article. This study summarises the role of South Korea in facing the pandemic through the application of artificial
intelligence techniques to detect the disease, tracking the injured through GPS and how an intelligent quarantine is
established, diagnosing and examining the damaged remotely, applying an electronic platform to publish information
about how to avoid infection and the use of robots to assist diagnose disease and use drones for sterilisation purposes.
Keywords— Artificial Intelligence, COVID-19, Coronaviruses, Pandemic, South Korea, Medicine.

_________________________________________________________________________________
1. INTRODUCTION
Since ancient times, our planet has been suffering from the many pandemics and chronic diseases that afflict it, and
which have claimed the lives of a large number of people and caused great crises that took a long time to overcome.
When back to previous years, it is observed that the world witnessed a dangerous pandemic in the 14th century, which is
the black plague (Black Death) that killed between 75 to 200 million people and is believed to have originated in or near
China, then moved to Italy and then to the rest of Europe, and then to various nations [1][2]. In 1521, smallpox appeared
and killed more than 56 million people [3], while cholera killed more than a million people around the world between
1817 and 1923 [4] [5]. In addition, do not forget the Spanish flu, which appeared in 1918 and lasted two years until a
vaccine was discovered for it and has killed more than 45 million people [6] [7]. There are many pandemics that afflicted
the world that we cannot cover in this article. The spread of the SARS virus has killed 774 people [8], while MERS has
killed at least 828 people since 2012 [9] [10]. In 2019, specifically in December, a fast-spreading virus that infects the
world with ease, and there is no barrier to prevent it, and it is a strain of a coronavirus called COVID-19 [11-13]. This
epidemic has killed, to the end of this article writing in April 2.85M obtained from the World Health Organization.
While scanning a group of articles published on the Internet, it has been noticed that a very important article entitled
“The Secrets History of the first Coronavirus” from Forbs written by Alex Knapp [14], this author explains that the first
coronavirus discovered is known as 229E in the early 1960s. In 1967 another species appeared, known as OC43,
discovered by Dr. Ken McIntosh and wrote an article in the Boston Children's Hospital archives as shown in Figure 1(a).
Figure 1 (b) shows the NASAL DRIP by Dr. David Tyrrell during a research trial in 1966. In 2002, a virus known as
SARS appeared from China, which is a contagious and sometimes fatal respiratory disease and has spread widely in the
countries of Southeast Asia [15] [16]. There is still no effective vaccine for it, and the Carlo Urbani (Italian physician) is
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the first to discover this virus and died because of it. In 2012, another type appeared, called Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome (MERS), and is discovered in Saudi Arabia [17] [18]. Figure 2 presents the difference between the
coronavirus (SARS, MERS, and COVID-19) in terms of transmission, number of infections and deaths, and the country
from which the virus appeared. We do not know when this pandemic, which has become a major part of our life, will
end, and we do not want it to remain. We want to return to our normal lives that all inhabitants of this planet desire.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Dr. Ken McIntosh of Harvard Medical School was part of the team that discovered OC43, an early
coronavirus, in 1967. Boston Children Hospital Archives [14], (b) NASAL DRIP: Dr. David Tyrrell places a common
cold virus into the nostril of a patient during a research trial in 1966 [14].
Since the emergence of COVID-19 [19] [20] in mid-December of 2019 and its outbreak in China and then in the rest
of the world, this virus has caused several adverse effects and repercussions on various social, economic, political,
cultural, sports and other fields, this has prompted the countries of the world to follow different methods and techniques
to face the repercussions of this virus, including strict countrywide lockdown, nightly curfew, extensive contact tracing,
quarantine and screening of asymptomatic contacts, and hospital isolation [21], which the World Health Organization
considered a deadly and dangerous epidemic since March 2020 [22].
Among the modern methods and technologies that have been adopted are the artificial intelligence techniques that
several countries have adopted in the face of this COVID-19 pandemic [23], the most famous of which is South Korea. If
we look at social media, newspapers and articles, we will find many headlines and news praising the success of South
Korea's experiment in using artificial intelligence in the face of the pandemic.
The main contribution of this article is a presentation of the practice of artificial intelligence techniques in medical
fields and in the face of the COVID-19 virus, analysis of chest X-ray and CT scan images of the injured, and a
presentation of South Korea's experience in facing the pandemic and how to use this science and reduce infections in it
properly. The COVID-19 virus is the topic of the hour. There are many studies about this virus published recently, and
this article is an academic reference on which researchers rely on future issues to explore COVID-19 in-depth.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) How to transmit Coronavirus (SARS, MERS, and COVID-19) diseases to the human lung [24], (b)
Statistics of infections and deaths until April 18, 2020, from the Al-Jazeera website [25].
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The rest of the article is organised as follows. The growth of intelligence techniques in the fields
of medicine will be reviewed in Section 2. Then, in section 3, the story of the spread of COVID-19 in
South Korea will be discussed. Section 4 discusses the mechanisms used by South Korea to address
the pandemic. Finally, the conclusions reached in this article are presented in Section 5.
2. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN THE MEDICINE
Today, the science of artificial intelligence is growing significantly in the medical fields because it provides many
facilities for monitoring patients remotely or thanks to diagnostic imaging of their condition [26] [27]. Actually,
according to a 2016 report from CB Insights, 86% of organizations use AI in medical applications [28]. It is expected that
by the year 2025, there will be advanced artificial intelligence systems that can respond quickly to specific questions for
patients and facilitate the health management of the population through the use of digital images [29]. However, the
current use is limited to the academic field. It is considered a support tool for healthcare employees that helps them
accomplish and improve their work. In other words, this science is able, in a short time, to make great strides in the field
of medicine, as some called it a physician in the future who would work to achieve what the medical staff could not
make. Figure 3 is a set of images that show that shows the use of artificial intelligence in hospitals. All these images are
downloaded from Google and converted to Grayscale colour.

Figure 3: Artificial intelligence in hospitals
In 2018, the market share of artificial intelligence in the healthcare field reached about $ 2.1 billion, and it is widely
expected that the market share of artificial intelligence will reach more than $ 36 billion by the year 2025 [30]. Through
these words, we conclude that artificial intelligence has become vital in the medical field. The most influential factors
that assisted in the growth of this science in the medical field are: The provision of big data in an unprecedented way, a
large number of medical companies, the need for machines to do additional work alongside the medical staff, and the
need for practical applications for patients. Here are some examples of the applications artificial intelligence has in
medicine:
Medical and Imaging Analysis [31-33]
These applications aim to analyse and process a large set of data, especially when analysing medical tests such as
magnetic resonance, brain cancer tumours and lung infections such as COVID-19. In fact, thanks to the increase in
electronic records due to aggregation with sensors and wearables, there is a more significant amount of data available that
can be processed and analysed thanks to artificial intelligence.
Medical Diagnosis
This is one of the most interesting applications, as it can make early and accurate diagnoses, especially for diseases that
occur very quickly, such as breast cancer [34]. Through this application, the disease site is recognised early, treatment
begins early, and progression in the body stops.
Pharmacological Treatments [35]
In pharmacology, artificial intelligence offers many improvements in serving researchers because it facilitates their work
by analysing genetic sequences to discover vaccines or solutions suitable for different technologies. For example,
artificial intelligence has assisted in discovering vaccines for COVID-19 [36], such as the Moderna, Pfizer, and Sinovac.
Indirectly, it can be said that millions of lives have been saved by utilising artificial intelligence science.
Genetics [37] [38]
This field is very vital in human life because it contributes significantly to simply identifying diseases. Currently, there
are tools that demonstrate this, such as a mobile application that allows, through the facial recognition system, to detect
rare diseases and genetic disorders. A simple image of this technology is sufficient to treat a database of up to 8,000
different conditions.
Pregnancies [39] [40]
Thanks to the application of artificial intelligence in medicine, seeing the foetus and its stages of development is
fantastic. In addition, this science enables a complete and detailed analysis of fatal data and immediately receiving large
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amounts of data on the state of pregnancy in real-time. This application allows you to enjoy a safer pregnancy and do
without traditional surgical procedures.
Prosthesis [41]
Smart prostheses are limbs that are worn by certain (handicappers) people to adapt to them to accomplish their needs and
movements. These are mechanical appendages that not only replace an organ of the body, but also maintain a person's
movement patterns and can be controlled through an application.
The second part of this section discusses machine learning and its significant role in analysing X-ray images and
chest CT images. In the beginning, everyone knows that machine learning is part of artificial intelligence; after the
pandemic attacked the world, the urgent need for machine learning to have an influential role in the process of analysing
the data of COVID-19 patients has become. This disease mainly attacks the human respiratory system; here, the
physician's role may be weak in determining the percentage of disease in the lung or the type of disease because there are
other diseases that affect the respiratory system similar to COVID-19 disease. So, the physician needs machine learning
intervention to solve this problem. After several published studies, it is found that machine learning [42] has a large and
essential role in discovering and classifying X-ray images and chest CT images of COVID-19 patients, as they can direct
the physician's attention to areas with infection. For example, Figure 4 exhibits chest clip images of a 44-year-old
Brazilian; after the analysis showed that the result is positive, meaning that he has COVID-19, and the results show that
he has a fever and dry cough. More details about this study that is prepared in March 2020 in [43]. Figure 5 exhibits three
positive X-rays, where A and B are images of a 14-year-old boy, and C is the image of a 10-year-old girl who is also
infected [44]. Through all the words and figures mentioned, machine learning contributes to the success of the human
lung examination process. Author M. M. Mijwil has written an article on how machine learning contributes to the rapid
diagnosis of COVID-19 [45].

Figure 4: The stages of infection with COVID-19 disease for a person from Brazil, 44 years old

Figure 5: Three children with COVID-19
All of these examples are just a few samples of how artificial intelligence can enhance any area of medicine and
health. It can interpret radiographs, facilitate the discovery of new drugs, and analyse the patient's genome. It also helps
significantly improve the available healthcare resources, as those tasks that are often repeated can be automated.

3. COVID-19 IN SOUTH KOREA
In this section, the spread of COVID-19 in South Korea will be discussed. The first cases are announced in South
Korea on February 19, 2020, in the first official announcement, the number of infected people is 20, for people returning
from Wuhan, China. The story has appeared when Korea announced a new infection among its citizens, as 31 civilians
are reported infected. The critical question is, how did the COVID-19 begin? The answer, according to what is reported
in the newspapers, that a 61-year-old woman was called "Patient 31" by the Korea Disease Control and Prevention
Agency (질병관리청). has, with a fever, participated on February 10 at the Shincheonji (신천지), Church of Jesus, the
Temple of the Tabernacle of the Testimony in Daegu city, which is located in the southern part of the country and has a
population of about 2.5 million and is 240 km from the capital Seoul. She does not stand here, but attended four church
services before she is diagnosed with her infection with COVID-19. After that, it is founds that everyone who visited the
churches had symptoms of COVID-19, and the number reached 9,000 civilians. Consequently, this older woman has
infected 80% of cases in South Korea [46].
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The number of infections in South Korea since the spread of the virus and up to the date of April 8, 2021 is 107,598, the
number of those who have died is 1758, and the number of those who have recovered is 98,360. Figure 6 is a set of
images has been downloaded from Google showing the fogging operations and the transfer of infected people and
civilian people wearing masks in the streets of South Korea. Figure 7 exhibits the number of infected in South Korea
from the beginning of the outbreak until March 24, 2021.

Figure 6: COVID-19 in South Korea.

Figure 7: Number of COVID-19 confirmed and death cases in South Korea from January 20, 2020 to March 24, 2021
[47].
The numbers recorded in South Korea are perfect in comparison with the rest of the world. This indicates that this
nation has great effectiveness in facing this pandemic, although it is one of the nations most affected in the early stages of
the outbreak.

4. SOUTH KOREA APPLIES AI TO COMBAT COVID-19
After the pandemic spread dramatically worldwide, South Korea has taken several measures and practices that
enabled it to control the virus and limit its spread. Among these measures and practices are: Its support for virus
detection equipment manufacturers, which has led to an incredible speed in the development of infected detection devices
more quickly, with the possibility of isolating them before infecting other people. South Korea has made a publicly
available form containing information about the virus and made this form widely available publicly. It has built strict
quarantine in all governorates of the nation. Forcing all health units in the Ministry of Health and Welfare and regional
districts to confront COVID-19. The work of medical teams aimed at early detection of those showing symptoms of
COVID-19. It has previous experience in facing MERS and SARS, which help it a lot in facing COVID-19. The
intensive application of all modern technologies and E-devices to confront the pandemic spread in all its cities. The
Korean citizens adhere to the measures adopted by their government with the rules of separation, cleanliness conditions,
and wearing masks. Many masks in all pharmacies and supermarkets are provided and distributed, some of them free of
charge to citizens.
South Korea has commenced using artificial intelligence techniques in the first period of the virus spread in it.
Seegene has developed a rapid test to detect infected people using computing techniques and algorithms. This test is
based on a group of chemical solutions that interact with samples taken from citizens with the help of robots that
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contribute greatly to the completion of the sampling process and mixing it with solutions to detect the presence of a virus
in the citizen or not in a time of no more than four hours, which is a wonderful thing as this enables this nation is testing
more than a million people in record time. Fortunately, South Korea has an intelligent quarantine information system. It
has built in 2015 after the outbreak of the Middle East Syndrome (MERS) disease. Moreover, returning or departing
travellers are forced to download an application on mobile to verify their self-health and know their cases during the
estimated incubation period of 14 days. Also, there is another application for citizens, where this application works to
warn users of cases of epidemic outbreaks at the places near them and allows them to inform the health centres nearby on
them with their condition. The Korea Disease Control and Prevention Agency has developed an intelligent system that
classifies cases of infection into four categories, which are weak, medium, strong and very strong, where each category is
dealt with differently, giving special supplements and treatments, and also the method of isolation varies from one
category to another. In addition, a global electronic platform for infectious diseases has been developed by the KT
(Korean company), called the Global Epidemic Prevention Platform. This platform publishes health and accurate
information about diseases. This platform is not only dedicated to Korea but rather works to expand its borders and it
works in beta in Kenya and Ghana in this time. South Korea utilised big data technologies such as Global Positioning
System (GPS) tracking data on telephones and vehicles, bank card transactions, travel records for arrivals and departures,
and step-by-step tracking of infected individuals' paths. Also, monitoring the suspects, who are under home quarantine, to
ensure that they do not leave the house or a penalty of up to $ 2,500. Robots have been used to perform several auxiliary
tasks such as measuring the temperature of the injured, distributing sterilisers, distributing masks, and other tasks. Drones
have also been used to sterilise the most dangerous areas, such as hospitals and nearby regions. Table 1 exhibits the
difference between Iraq and South Korea in terms of the total infections, deaths, and recovered among citizens until April
25, 2021, that is, before the spread of the Indiana COVID-19. These statistics are collected from the Worldometers
website. This table shows the ability of artificial intelligence to confront this pandemic, as Iraq does not use the
technologies employed by South Korea and thus increases the death rate among the infected and the spread of the disease
will be more increased in all towns. Table 2 shows the confirmed cases and daily changes in each province until May 6,
2021, and are more accurate in Figure 8. Table 3 surveys a set of studies that discussed South Korea's experience in
facing COVID-19.

Nations
South Korea
Iraq

Table 1: The difference between Iraq and South Korea to combat COVID-19.
Population
Total Cases
Recovered
51,305,531
120,673
110,248
40,993,972
1,045,010
920,523

City/Province
English/Korean
Seoul (서울)

Table 2: The confirmed cases in each province [48]
Daily Change
Daily Change
Local outbreak
Imported cases
212
211
1

Deaths
1,821
15,348

Confirmed Cases
38,975

Busan (부산시)

28

28

0

5194

Daegu (대구시)

7

7

0

9408

Incheon (인천시)

19

19

0

5758

Gwangju (광주시)

8

8

0

2453

Daejeon (대전시)

18

18

0

1806

Ulsan (울산시)

38

38

0

2093

Sejong (세종)

1

1

0

373

Gyeonggi-do (경기도)

142

142

0

35095

Gangwon-do (강원도)
Chungcheongbuk-do

12

12

0

2784

6

6

0

2677

15

13

2

3120

Jeollabuk-do (전라북도)

5

5

0

1993

Jeollanam-do (전라남도)
Gyeongsangbuk-do

10

10

0

1111

22

21

1

4266

(충청북도)
Chungcheongnam-do
(충청남도)
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(경상북도)
Gyeongsangnam-do

17

17

0

4143

0

743

8
12

3527
125519

(경상남도)
6
6
Jeju (제주도)
Lazaretto
8
0
Total
574
562
A black rectangle indicates that this province is the most confirmed case in it.

Figure 8: The confirmed cases in each province [48]
Table 3: Survey of a set of studies with the current study on South Korea in combating the COVID-19 pandemic

Literature
Article [49]

Article [50]

Article [52]

Article [52]
Article [53]

Description
This study summarizes a review of the daily reports of the Korea centres for
disease control and prevention agency and collected information about the
procedures followed in hospitals.
This study gave a full description about South Korea's response to the outbreak of
the COVID-19 pandemic and how it was able to achieve achievements in reducing
the number of infections among its citizens.
Researchers have described the strategies that South Korea has put in place in
controlling the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic and the systems it has
designed to track cases of infection among citizens and also in hospitals.
This study is a comparison of health systems between South Korea and Italy and
how these systems work in the fight against COVID-19
The author briefly explained about the outbreak of Covid-19 disease in South
Korea, as well as statistics of injuries in it, and comprehensively explained about
this pandemic.
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This Article

The current article is a survey about South Korea's employment of artificial
intelligence techniques in combating COVID-19 with infection statistics among
citizens and also presented a historical overview of this pandemic and how it
started to spread in this country.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, the experience of South Korea in facing the COVID-19 pandemic is surveyed by employing artificial
intelligence techniques to stop the spread of the pandemic by a large percentage, protect the lives of its citizens, reduce
the number of injuries, and resume all economic, production, sports, cultural and entertainment activities in it. South
Korea has proven that artificial intelligence is very necessary in its life and that it cannot be dispensed with, and proved
that this science deserves every merit after its success in reducing injuries among its citizens, and this is a wonderful
thing. The World Health Organization and several nations, such as the United States, Germany and the United Kingdom,
also praised the success of the experiment. This article is a historical reference for the beginning of the truth of COVID19 and how one country in the world has succeeded in reducing the spread of the disease. Today, we live in the Indian
COVID-19 period, which is the strongest among the disease strains and the deadliest. However, in the end, we believe
that life will return to its normal state without fear of this virus.
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